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Abstract:Children have received a special care in  most countries of the world, till the subject becomes one ofthe most important signs of a developing country, because childhood is very important and  has greatinfluence on their future.Most social and educational institutions consider the behavioural aspect to be the most importantaspect which influences a child’s personality. It is also a crucial factor in forming the active personality,besides it is essential in social – adjustment and cultural aspects that most religions have assured.More over , it has been noticed that certain values like honesty , loyalty and discipline are part of thetradition that most societies seek in their individuals , thus children should be taught such aspects. Sowe should deal well with “kindergarten” because it is considered as an active establishment ofchildrens life, through many devices for instance, teaching him how to adapt with people, how torespect their traditions and aims; thus stories are very important to teach children those valuesbecause they provide with example and samples which are very useful and very good.Since this thesis is considered to be the first in this field especially in Iraq, the researcher thus tries toapply most of the points needed to achieve the goal of the thesis.The researcher used samples from Baghdad to achieve her aims.She chose her sample randomly from Al-Nasa’am  from 10.2.2002 to 14.4.2002 they were (60) childrendivided into 30 girls and 30 boys. They were then divided into three equal groups “Practical group andtwo and the third one is controlling group”.To reach the conclusion, the research depends on  the child’s answer,  through the surface reality andthen by repeating the test. The answers then  were analyzed, the results were as follows:-There is a contrast on the level (0.001) in the degrees of manners (((boys and girls all together) amongthe three groups.There is an obvious contrast on the level (0.001) in the degrees of boys among the three groups.There is an obvious contrast on the level (0.001) in the degrees of girls among the three groups.Thus, the researcher concluded that there is a great effect of stories of children.The researcher recommended the use of stories which include photographs to encourage children and todevelop  their experience .Finally we suggest that further studies are needed to test the effect of stories and to limit the negativebehavior of children.
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